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Global 9 Ltd was established in early 2004 by Martin Capp, an
audiophile with more than two decades of professional audio
experience. His association in professional audio goes back to the
late 1970's as an audio engineer, where his user knowledge
became useful in pioneering world sales and marketing for
respected manufacturing companies, such as Audio Kinetics,
DDA, Allen & Heath, Nexo and Turbosound. Following seven
highly successful years as Managing Director of Expotus plc,
Martin decided that the moving face of professional audio
required a new approach in the ever changing Global market.
Global 9 Ltd was formed and he began collecting some of the
most talented designers of today' industry. Talent that would
produce high quality and original loudspeaker designs, while other
teams would concentrate on analogue and digital audio
electronics.
G9 became the brand name to market specifically designed
products to a worldwide market that was looking for innovation,
proven technology, quality build and practical designs at
competitive prices. It was also important to ensure that all
products had features that were "professional-audio friendly" and
would be thoroughly "Beta tested" in the field, prior to being
released. This was the product criteria, while also being backed
up with an excellent after sales support team throughout the
world. Led by solid past of international sales and marketing
experience, G9 has been careful in selecting and appointing quality
distribution companies. Always taking the view that, "sales advice
is cheap, whereas advice based on true professional experience is
very valuable!" It can certainly be said that G9 products compete,
when price is compared to quality and performance. We also
ensure that our representative distribution partners in the global
market can offer valuable knowledge and product support that
will make your G9 experience extremely valuable to your
business.
The G9 philosophy is simple, we provide excellent professional audio products at excellent prices and we stand
behind our product range with brand support and ongoing improvements, often helped through our close customer
and user feedback.
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G Series PA & Installation Speakers
Each G9 loudspeaker product range is designed to do a first class job,
whether it is to be used as a touring PA rig, or for installation in Theatres,
pubs and clubs, or general audio zoning within public buildings such as
airports and Hotels. As far as G9 are concerned all pro audio equipment
must cope with tough environments on a daily basis and therefore have a
tendency to be over-engineered and over-specified, rather than the other
way around.

The G9 “G” Series range has been designed to give the very best value for
money, without compromising sound quality. This means that all of the
full-range enclosures of G-6, G-8, G-12 and G-15 have been designed for
maximum flexibility in a Quasi Trapezoidal shape, configured to give
precisely the right internal volume in conjunction with the drive units
chosen for each individual model.

As a match, the G-212B and G-218B are powerful Dual driver tuned &
Quasi-bandpass subwoofers, built to be perfect partners for the full-range
“G” Series cabinets. The G-Bass cabinets extends the system low
frequencies to 39Hz and 35Hz respectively giving a great bass “feel” as well
as the all important bass extension to the audio system.

AudioLogical!
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Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

G Series Range
G8 Full range

G15 Full range
G12 Full range

G212B Subwoofer

G218B Subwoofer

The “G” Series range have all been carefully designed to complement each other. Whether used as separate model
PA systems, or installed together for a larger configuration of distributed sound, the “G” Series range will combine
together to give a smooth and controlled performance.
The strong list of features and measured performance means that the G9 “G” Series is hard to beat on all accounts.
It is a well designed Quasi Trapezoidal shape that is equally at home in Theatres, on the road for FOH, floor
monitor use, or distributed sound within all general audio environments. The full-range models are passive, with
G-Phase crossovers and therefore can be used as stand-alone systems not necessarily requiring the addition of
dedicated control devices, saving cost on a system price by using less amplifier channels. The cabinets are made of
quality Baltic Birch “void-free” plywood, 15mm for full-range and 18mm for bass cabinets. Internal built-in handles
are a feature on all but the smallest G-6 cabinet. All LF drivers fitted are cast chassis speakers and the hanging
points are “L” bracketed M10 fittings for extra strength and security. All “G” Series speaker cabinets are fitted with
35mm “top hat” pole mounts as standard, apart from the G-6. There are also standard mounting points for
Omnimount and Powerdrive on all but the Bass cabinets. The grilles are strong carbon steel of 1.5mm thickness
and the cabinets are completed with a hard durable black textured finish.
G9 ensures that their product range is fully supported and the “G” Series compares very favourably with all
competitive models in a much higher price bracket.

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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G-6 Full-Range Enclosure
The G-6 is a small and well designed Quasi trapezoidal 6” + 3/4” full-range loudspeaker cabinet. It has a built-in
passive crossover, cast chassis drivers with a 60˚x 60˚ Horn. The G-6 is excellent for zoning small audio area
requirements and can be used as a small full-range PA, or even a baby floor monitor. A good partner for the G-6 is
the G-212B bass cabinet.
The G-6 is fitted with the unique G-Phase passive
crossover, ensuring not only the correct crossover point
for excellent sound and speaker protection, but also places
an accurate delay between the LF and HF drivers. This
system allows the cabinet to sound natural, smooth and
powerful, while ensuring that frequencies are not out of
alignment.
The cabinet is made of quality 15mm Baltic plywood,
rebated, screwed and glued for sound integrity and
strength. Care and accuracy is put in to the shape and build,
in order to give maximum SPL. The metal grille is 1.5mm
carbon steel and the cabinet is sprayed with a strong
protective textured black paint for true resilience. There
are 5 x M10 threaded fixing points for installation, plus 4 x
M6 standard bracket mounting points on the rear. Standard
connectors are 2 x Speakon NL4MP recessed in to a back
panel.

Xuefei Yang Classical guitar concert
Henley-on-Thames UK
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AudioLogical!
Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

The G-6 full-range loudspeaker enclosure is the smallest plywood cabinet in the G9 range. Its size and power lends
itself to be used in a multitude of ways where space is restricted, but quality audio is required. The G-6 has the
G-Phase crossover and is a cost effective plywood cabinet for small system use. The G212B bass cabinet is an
excellent partner for the G-6, extending the system bass response down to 39 Hz.
G-6 is the beginning of the full-range “G” series class and is a great choice for audio support in Theatres, pubs and
clubs, or general audio zone installations. Its size, clarity and versatility makes the G-6 a great cabinet for
reinforcing a variety of sound areas. To know the quality, you must first try the speaker!

G6 Full range
6.5 inch + 3/4 inch

TOP

Passive Crossover
Parallel Connections
PA support
Zoning
Mini wedge
LEFT

REAR

FRONT

RIGHT

BOTTOM

G6 Specifications
Enclosure Type:

2-way reflex loaded

Enclosure Build:

15 mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated, screwed & glued.

Frequency Response:

100Hz - 18kHz ± 3dB

Sensitivity:

91dB (1w/1m)

Dispersion:

60° x 60°

Power Handling:

125w RMS / 300w program

Maximum SPL:

115dB continuous 121dB peak

Nominal Impedance:

8 Ohms

Drive Units:

1 x 6.5” (165 mm) LF cone drive unit.
1 x 3/4” (19 mm) HF compression drive unit.

Crossover:

G-Phase design.

Connectors

2 x Speakon NL4MP

Rigging & Suspension:

5 x M10 threaded fixings + 4 x M6 for Omnimount
Powerdrive fitting.

Dimensions WxDxH mm:

187mm x 180mm x 320mm

Boxed size WxDxH mm:

230mm x 223mm x 373mm

Weight Net / Gross Shipping:

6.5kg / 7.05kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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G-8 Full-Range Enclosure
The G-8 is a well designed sturdy Quasi trapezoidal shaped 8” + 1” full-range loudspeaker cabinet. It
has a built-in passive crossover, neodymium cast chassis drivers and a 70˚x 50˚ rotatable Horn. The G-8
can be placed in cluster arrays, or used as a full-range small PA and for that extra bass you can add the
G-212B bass cabinet. The shape and efficiency of the G-8 also means that it can be used as small
footprint floor monitor.
The G-8 is fitted with the unique G-Phase passive crossover, ensuring not only the
correct crossover point for excellent sound and speaker protection, but also places
an accurate delay between the LF and HF drivers. This system allows the cabinet to
sound natural, smooth and powerful, while ensuring that frequencies are not out of
alignment.
The cabinet is made of quality 15mm Baltic plywood, rebated,
screwed and glued for sound integrity and strength. The shape
and build allows for maximum SPL, while accommodating a
cleverly shaped single built-in handle to the case at the optimum
carrying point. The metal grille is 1.5mm carbon steel and the
cabinet is sprayed with a strong protective textured black paint
for true resilience. There are 9 x M10 “L” bracket threaded
fixing points for installation, plus 4 x M6 standard bracket
mounting points on the rear. Fittings include a 35mm pole
mount “Top hat” and 2 x Speakon NL4MP recessed

AudioLogical!
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Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

The G-8 full-range loudspeaker enclosure is a great work-horse for a variety of professional sound reinforcement
uses. With its G-Phase crossover, the G-8 is a cost effective complete system and will only require additional
speaker electronics, as the system is extended for particular use. The G212B bass cabinet is an excellent partner
for the G-8, extending the system bass response down to 39 Hz.
Being small, powerful and clear in audio reproduction, the G-8 is a great choice for small PA whether on the road,
installed as a main system, in Theatres, or for audio zoning, whatever the venue. In fact this versatile cabinet with
its lightweight neodymium drivers are an ideal choice for a multitude of sound enforcement audio solutions.

G8 Full range
8 inch + 1 inch
Passive Crossover

TOP

282

273

Parallel Connections
PA cabinet

437

Delay systems
Zoning
Floor wedge
REAR

LEFT

FRONT

RIGHT

BOTTOM

G8 Specifications
Enclosure Type:

2-way reflex loaded

Enclosure Build:

15 mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated, screwed & glued.

Frequency Response:

80Hz - 18kHz ± 3dB

Sensitivity:

95dB (1w/1m)

Dispersion:

70° x 50°

Power Handling:

200w RMS / 500w program

Maximum SPL:

118dB continuous 124dB peak

Nominal Impedence:

8 Ohms

Drive Units:

1 x 8” (203 mm) LF cone drive unit.
1 x 1” (25 mm) HF compression drive unit.

Crossover:

G-Phase design.

Connectors

2 x Speakon NL4MP

Rigging & Suspension:

9 x M10 threaded fixings + 4 x M6 for Omnimount
Powerdrive fitting + 35mm pole mount.

Dimensions WxDxH mm:

273mm x 282mm x 437mm

Boxed size WxDxH mm:

337mm x 346mm x 542mm

Weight Net / Gross Shipping:

11kg / 12.3kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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G-12 Full-Range Enclosure
The G-12 continues the “G” series design philosophy and is a sturdy 12” + 1” loudspeaker full-range cabinet with
a built-in passive crossover and a 70˚x 50˚ rotatable Horn. The G-12 can be placed in cluster arrays, or used as a
full-range small PA with, or without the Global 9 bass cabinets. The shape and efficiency of the G-12 also means
that it can be used as small footprint floor monitor.
The G-12 is fitted with the unique G-Phase passive
crossover, ensuring not only the correct crossover point
for excellent sound and speaker protection, but it also
accurately puts a delay between the LF and HF drivers
allowing the cabinet to sound natural, smooth and
powerful, not hurting your ears with frequencies that are
out of alignment.
The cabinet is made of quality 15mm Baltic plywood,
rebated, screwed and glued for sound integrity and
strength. The shape and build allows for maximum SPL,
while accommodating a cleverly shaped single built-in
handle to the case at the optimum carrying point. The
metal grille is 1.5mm carbon steel and the cabinet is
sprayed with a strong protective textured black paint for
true resilience. There are 10 x M10 “L” bracket threaded
fixing points for installation, plus 4 x M8 standard bracket
mounting points on the rear. Fittings include a 35mm
pole mount “Top hat” and 2 x Speakon NL4MP recessed
connectors.

AudioLogical!

G12 installation at True Internet cafe
Bangkok Thailand
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Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

The G-12 full-range loudspeaker enclosure is a great all-rounder, giving a superb performance that allows you to
rest easy when you need to deliver a smooth but powerful audio mix. With its G -Phase frequency crossover
technology, the G-12 gives an excellently balanced feel to your PA system. Adding the G-212B, or G218B is a
perfect match for those additional low frequencies when required. The G-12 is can also double up as a stage
monitor cabinet, giving a well balanced mix to musicians in those mid sized venues.
The well balanced sound of G-12 makes it a perfect choice for installed PA, out on the road, Theatres as well as
pubs and clubs. It also come in to its own when used for audio zone installations, offering an excellent quality of
sound at both high and low pressure levels. In fact this versatile cabinet with its lightweight neodymium drivers are
an ideal choice for a multitude of sound enforcement audio set-ups.

G12 Full range
12 inch + 1 inch
Passive Crossover

TOP

340

Parallel Connections

354

PA cabinet
564

Delay systems
Zoning
Floor wedge
REAR

LEFT

RIGHT

FRONT

BOTTOM

G12 Specifications
Enclosure Type:

2-way reflex loaded

Enclosure Build:

15 mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated, screwed & glued.

Frequency Response:

65Hz - 18kHz ± 3dB

Sensitivity:

97dB (1w/1m)

Dispersion:

70° x 50°

Power Handling:

250w RMS / 500w program

Maximum SPL:

121dB continuous 127dB peak

Nominal Impedence:

8 Ohms

Drive Units:

1 x 12” (305 mm) LF cone drive unit.
1 x 1” (25 mm) HF compression drive unit.

Crossover:

G-Phase design.

Connectors

2 x Speakon NL4MP

Rigging & Suspension:

10 x M10 threaded fixings + 4 x M8 for Omnimount
Powerdrive fitting + 35mm pole mount.

Dimensions WxDxH mm:

354mm x 340mm x 564mm

Boxed size WxDxH mm:

460mm x 445mm x 670mm

Weight Net / Gross Shipping:

19kg / 21.4kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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G-15 Full-Range Enclosure
The G-15 is the top of the range “G” series design philosophy and there is no compromise with this 15” + 2”
full-range loudspeaker cabinet. The passive G-15 has a 60˚x 40˚ Horn and is designed to work in singles, or as
cluster arrays for a powerful, smooth and gutsy PA system. The shape and efficiency of the G-15 also makes this a
great floor monitor.
The G-15 is fitted with the unique G-Phase passive
crossover, ensuring not only the correct crossover
point for excellent sound and speaker protection,
but it also accurately puts a delay between the LF
and HF drivers allowing the cabinet to sound
natural, smooth and powerful, not hurting your ears
with frequencies that are out of alignment.
The cabinet is made of quality 15mm Baltic
plywood, rebated, screwed and glued for sound
integrity and strength. The shape and build allows
for maximum SPL, while accommodating two
built-in handles to the case at the optimum carrying
point. The metal grille is 1.5mm carbon steel and
the cabinet is sprayed with a strong protective
textured black paint for true resilience. There are
12 x M10 “L” bracket threaded fixing points for
installation, plus 4 x M8 standard bracket mounting
points on the rear. Fittings include a 35mm pole
mount “Top hat” and 2 x Speakon NL4MP recessed
connectors.

Natasha Marsh Cathedral Concert tour UK
using G9 PA and monitoring 
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Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification

The G-15 full-range loudspeaker enclosure is a powerful PA contender, giving an all-round sound that will fill
venues with superbly balanced sound. The G-15 audio performance more than competes in this range of sound
reinforcement and will do the job, day in day out. Fitted with a G-Phase frequency crossover the G-15 is a cost
effective balanced system by itself and when matched with the G-218B Bass, the frequency coverage is exceptional.
The G-15 shape and design also allows it to be used as an excellent stage monitor, making it a flexible cabinet for
venues and on the road.
The outstanding sound and performance of G-15 makes it a perfect choice for Clubs and live venues, including
Theatre use. The G-15 is well built for the road and is fitted with cast-chassis neodymium drivers that both deliver
the power, while being as light as possible. There is no better choice than the G-15 in its class!

G15 Full range
15 inch + 2 inch
Passive Crossover

TOP

Parallel Connections
PA cabinet
Delay systems
Floor wedge
REAR

LEFT

RIGHT

FRONT

AudioLogical!
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G15 Specifications
Enclosure Type:

2-way reflex loaded

Enclosure Build:

15 mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated, screwed & glued.

Frequency Response:

62Hz - 18kHz ± 3dB

Sensitivity:

97dB (1w/1m)

Dispersion:

60° x 40°

Power Handling:

550w RMS / 1100w program

Maximum SPL:

129dB continuous 135dB peak

Nominal Impedence:

8 Ohms

Drive Units:

1 x 15” (381 mm) LF cone drive unit.
1 x 2” (50 mm) HF compression drive unit.

Crossover:

G-Phase design.

Connectors

2 x Speakon NL4MP

Rigging & Suspension:

12 x M10 threaded fixings + 4 x M8 for Omnimount
Powerdrive fitting + 35mm pole mount.

Dimensions WxDxH mm:

440mm x 420mm x 703mm

Boxed size WxDxH mm:

504mm x 524mm x 787mm

Weight Net / Gross Shipping:

30kg / 33kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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G-212B Bass Cabinet
The G-212B bass cabinet is a “Series Tuned” band-pass
design, consisting of two powerful high excursion, 12”
drive units. The G-212B provides sub-bass for G Series
full-range enclosures, in particular the G-6, G-8, and
G-12 models. The G212B is equipped to be used in
passive mode, or with a bypass using a toggle
switch selection.
When placed in passive mode the output speaker link
should be used to connect straight into the cabinet, thus
providing bass extension and reducing need for
additional amplifier channels. Even though the G212B is
modest in size the cabinet design, results in high
efficiency in the pass band, and will generate high
definition bass energy regardless of its position in the
room. Cabinet stacking and positioning will further
enhance the bass coupling effect.
The G-212B contains 2 x cast chassis drivers for
optimum strength and performance. The cabinet is
made of 18mm Baltic plywood, rebated, screwed and
glued that gives enormous strength and makes the most
of bass pressure sound integrity. As standard there are
16 x M8 threaded points for adding castors where they
might be required, 1 x 35mm pole mounts and the
cabinet is sprayed with a strong textured protective
black paint for true resilience. The G-212B is fitted with
Speakon NL4MP inputs, plus link connectors are
provided on the rear panel plate along with the
passive/active toggle switch.

AudioLogical!
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The Performing Arts Centre, Oxford UK.
BOTTOM
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G9 used throughout
Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

The G-212B Subwoofer makes the most of its design in giving bass extension to the smaller full-range “G” Series
cabinets in a most complete way. The dual driver, “Series Tuned” band-pass design, allows enormous flexibility with
its passive option, giving you both choice and efficiency in the range where you might need it most. While the build
quality and integrity of using 18mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated screwed and glued joints, ensure that all of the
bass frequency pressure gets harnessed for use. There is 1 x pole mounts and 16 x M8 positions for adding castors
if required.
The G-212B is a great match for any of the “G” Series range, where a compact and efficient subwoofer is required
for a system needing quality and clear bass sound pressure levels down to 39Hz. A perfect choice as part of a
system for Live venues, Clubs and pubs, as well as small Theatre use.

G212B Subwoofer
2 x 12 inch Bass
Passive Crossover / Active
Parallel Connections
Easy access service door
Built in Handles
1 x Pole mount
16 x castor points
Removeable
Service
Door
Passive/Active switch

G212B Specifications
Enclosure Type:

Dual driver, Series Tuned band-pass subwoofer.

Enclosure Build:

18 mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated, screwed & glued.

Frequency Response:

39Hz - 125Hz ± 3dB

Sensitivity:

95dB (1w/1m)

Dispersion:

Omnidirectional

Power Handling:

800w RMS / 1600w program

Maximum SPL:

130dB continuous 136dB peak

Nominal Impedence:

4 Ohms

Drive Units:

2 x 12” (305 mm) LF cone drive units.

Crossover (selectable):

G-Phase design - With toggle switch selection.

Crossover:

G-Phase passive/active option design - user selectable.

Connectors

2 x Speakon NL4MP

Rigging & Suspension:

1 x 35mm pole mount.

Fixings:

16 x M8 castor points

Dimensions WxDxH mm:

800mm x 600mm x 400mm

Boxed size WxDxH mm:

900mm x 715mm x 500mm

Weight Net / Gross Shipping:

55kg / 58.3kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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G-218B Bass Cabinet
The G-218B is a powerful dual 18” Quasi-bandpass subwoofer, built to be perfect partner for the full-range “G”
Series cabinets and in particular the G-15. The G-218B extends the system low frequencies to 35Hz giving a great
bass “feel” as well as the all important bass extension to the audio system. With two drivers loading into each
other, it creates a single outlet for bass response, adding a small amount of compression that improves both
impact and clarity. The forced cancellation gives a dynamic and fast response to bass frequencies, making the
G-218B a big sounding and very musical subwoofer.
The G-218B contains 2 x cast chassis drivers for
optimum strength and performance. The cabinet
is made of 18mm Baltic plywood, rebated,
screwed and glued that gives enormous strength
and makes the most of bass pressure sound
integrity. As standard there are 16 x M8
threaded points for adding castors where they
might be required, 3 x 35mm pole mounts and
the cabinet is sprayed with a strong textured
protective black paint for true resilience. The
G-218B is fitted with 2 x Speakon NL4MP
recessed connectors.

G218B Subwoofer
2 x 18 inch
Active
Parallel Connections
Built in Handles
3 x Pole mount points
16 x Castor points
Rental systems used around the world
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Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

The G-218B Subwoofer makes the most of its design in giving bass extension to the full-range “G” Series cabinets
in a most complete way. The dual driver, Quasi-bandpass design couples the energy and delivers it in the most
efficient way. While the build quality and integrity of using 18mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated screwed and glued
joints, ensure that all the powerful bass frequency pressure gets harnessed for use. There are 3 x pole mounts and
16 x M8 positions for adding castors if required.
The G-218B is a great match for the G-15, or indeed for any “G” range system that requires good quality, clear and
powerful bass sound pressure levels down to 35Hz. A perfect choice as part of a system for Live venues, Clubs and
pubs as well as Theatre use.

AudioLogical!
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G218B Specifications
Enclosure Type:

Dual driver, Quasi band-pass subwoofer.

Enclosure Build:

18 mm Baltic Birch plywood, rebated, screwed & glued.

Frequency Response:

35Hz - 125Hz ± 3dB

Sensitivity:

102.5dB (1w/1m)

Dispersion:

Omnidirectional

Power Handling:

1000w RMS / 2000w program

Maximum SPL:

133dB continuous 139dB peak

Nominal Impedence:

4 Ohms

Drive Units:

2 x 18” (457 mm) LF cone drive unit.

Crossover:

Active recommended 24dB L-R @ 125Hz, or below.

Connectors

2 x Speakon NL4MP

Rigging & Suspension:

3 x 35mm pole mounts.

Fixings:

16 x M8 Castor points

Dimensions WxDxH mm:

574mm x 900mm x 1195mm

Boxed size WxDxH mm:

605mm x 970mm x 1350mm

Weight Net / Gross Shipping:

92kg / 100.2kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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G series specifications
 

G6

G8

G1

Enclosure
Type:


2-way reflex loaded

2-way reflex loaded

2-way reflex loaded

Enclosure Build:

15 mm Baltic Birch plywood,
rebated, screwed & glued.

15 mm Baltic Birch plywood,
rebated, screwed & glued.

15 mm Baltic Birch
rebated, screwed &

Frequency Response:

100Hz - 18kHz ± 3dB

80Hz - 18kHz ± 3dB

65Hz - 18kHz ± 3

Sensitivity:

91dB (1w/1m)

95dB (1w/1m)

97dB (1w/1m)

Dispersion:

60° x 60°

70° x 50°

70° x 50°

Power Handling:

125w RMS / 300w program

200w RMS / 500w program

250w RMS / 500w p

Maximum SPL:

115dB continuous 121dB peak

118dB continuous 124dB peak

121dB continuous 1

Nominal Impedence:

8 Ohms

8 Ohms

8 Ohms

Drive Units:

1 x 6.5” (165 mm) LF cone drive
unit.

1 x 8” (203 mm) LF cone drive
unit.

1 x 12” (305 mm) L
unit.

 

1 x 3/4” (19 mm) HF compression
drive unit.

1 x 1” (25 mm) HF compression
drive unit.

1 x 1” (25 mm) HF
drive unit.

Crossover:

G-Phase design.

G-Phase design.

G-Phase design.

 

 

 

 

Connectors

2 x Speakon NL4MP

2 x Speakon NL4MP

2 x Speakon NL4M

Rigging & Suspension:

5 x M10 threaded fixings +
4 x M6 for Omnimount

9 x M10 threaded fixings +
4 x M6 for Omnimount

10 x M10 threaded
4 x M8 for Omnimo

Powerdrive fitting + 35mm pole
mount.

Powerdrive fittin
mount.

 

Powerdrive fitting.

Dimensions WxDxH mm:

187mm x 180mm x 320mm

273mm x 282mm x 437mm

354mm x 340mm x

Boxed size WxDxH mm:

230mm x 223mm x 373mm

337mm x 346mm x 542mm

460mm x 445mm x

Weight Net / Gross Shipping:

6.5kg / 7.05kg

11kg / 12.3kg

19kg / 21.4kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to ch
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2

G15

G212B

G218B

d

2-way reflex loaded

Dual driver, Series Tuned band-pass
subwoofer.

Dual driver, Quasi band-pass
subwoofer.

plywood,
& glued.

15 mm Baltic Birch plywood,
rebated, screwed & glued.

18 mm Baltic Birch plywood,
rebated, screwed & glued.

18 mm Baltic Birch plywood,
rebated, screwed & glued.

3dB

62Hz - 18kHz ± 3dB

39Hz - 125Hz ± 3dB

35Hz - 125Hz ± 3dB

97dB (1w/1m)

95dB (1w/1m)

102.5dB (1w/1m)

60° x 40°

Omnidirectional

Omnidirectional

program

550w RMS / 1100w program

800w RMS / 1600w program

1000w RMS / 2000w program

127dB peak

129dB continuous 135dB peak

130dB continuous 136dB peak

133dB continuous 139dB peak

8 Ohms

4 Ohms

4 Ohms

LF cone drive

1 x 15” (381 mm) LF cone drive
unit.

2 x 12” (305 mm) LF cone drive
units.

2 x 18” (457 mm) LF cone drive
units.

compression

1 x 2” (50 mm) HF compression
drive unit.

 



G-Phase design - With toggle
switch selection (selectable)
G-Phase passive/active option
design user selectable.

Active recommended 24dB L-R
@ 125Hz, or below.

G-Phase design.
 

 

P

2 x Speakon NL4MP

2 x Speakon NL4MP

2 x Speakon NL4MP

fixings +
ount

12 x M10 threaded fixings +
4 x M8 for Omnimount

1 x 35mm pole mount.

3 x 35mm pole mounts.

g + 35mm pole

Powerdrive fitting + 35mm pole
mount.

16 x M8 castor points

16 x M8 Castor points

x 564mm

440mm x 420mm x 703mm

800mm x 600mm x 400mm

574mm x 900mm x 1195mm

x 670mm

504mm x 524mm x 787mm

900mm x 715mm x 500mm

605mm x 970mm x 1350mm

30kg / 33kg

55kg / 58.3kg

92kg / 100.2kg

ange specification without notice.
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Systems





G Series system – 2 x G6 + 1 x G212B

G Series system – 4 x G6 + 2 x G212B

1 x ASG-300 (@ 8 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-300 (@ 4 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass One channel
used )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass Two channel
used )





G Series system – 2 x G12 + 1 G212B

G Series system – 4 x G12 + 2 G212B

1 x ASG-600 (@ 8 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-600 (@ 4 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass One channel
used )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass Two channel
used )

ƿYou can find standard wall mounting brackets
on the market for G series full-range cabinets. 

Note: G9 reserves the right to chang
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G Series system – 2 x G8 + 1 G212B

G Series system –4 x G8 + 2 G212B

1 x ASG-600 (@ 8 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-600 (@ 4 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass One channel
used )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass Two channel
used )





G Series system – 2 x G15 + 1 G218B

G Series system –4 x G15 + 2 G218B

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 8 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Full range )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass One channel
used )

1 x ASG-1300 (@ 4 Ohms - Bass Two channel
used )

AudioLogical!

ge specification without notice.
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Mask Installation Loudspeaker
The G9-Mask has been specifically designed for clubs, pubs, conference centres, Hotels and airports. In fact
anywhere that you require quality sound in zones and do not want it to visually dominate the surroundings. This
unique G9 Mask design allows the mounting of a full-range speaker enclosure to be fitted directly in to corners and
right-angle points of a room and if applicable can fit snugly right up to a ceiling. The position of the 0.5” HF and 5”
LF drivers allow for optimum effect with a 45º directional angle downwards towards the centre of a rectangular
room. The bonus of bass coupling in this incredible design is immediately apparent when positioned within a
corner, or when clustered together, while the option of black, or white finish keeps the speakers as inconspicuous
as you might want.
This versatile design allows for a half-pendant 4 x Mask Array in one centre speaker cluster, giving a 360º zone of
sound. Places such as Hotel foyers may require to service sound not only to a main floor, but also to a balcony
area from the same mounting point. The G9 Mask range can offer a full-pendant of a 4 x Mask Array serving
downstairs, with another 4 x Mask Array (mounted on top 4 upper, 4 lower) allowing treatment of audio in the
most efficient way for both cabling and aesthetic design. This gives a pleasing unassuming appearance and will give
audio coverage to both an upper and lower area audio zone, all from a single point installation. A flexible speaker
design system that offers excellent sound, complete with a neat, simple and attractive installation solution for both
music and public announcement wherever you might need it. The G9-Mask is also available as a 100V / 70V
transformer version.

AudioLogical!

Each G9 loudspeaker product range is designed to do a first class job, whether it is for PA use on the road, or to
be installed in pubs and clubs, or for general audio zoning in such places as airports and Hotels. As far as G9 are
concerned all pro audio equipment must cope with tough environments on a daily basis and therefore have a
tendency to be over-engineered and over-specified, rather than the other way around.
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Sheraton Hotel, Huizhou, Guangdong, China

The clever mounting system allows fitting the purpose made brackets exactly where
you want them, not only accurately positioning the speakers, but this mounting system
also carries the main audio connections. Where multiple speaker clusters are required,
the brackets may be pre-assembled, along with all wiring prior to mounting each
speaker. This allows you to fit the main speaker unit as the last part of the installation process, attaching the
speaker safely and in doing so you also complete the final audio connections. The system therefore limits the
danger of damaging speaker housings while trying to get the position and connections right all at the same time. 
The G9 Mask comes in three versions; M-50B Full range, M-50A Mid-Hi characteristics and the M-30T, a Full
Range transformer version for use with 100V and 70V line systems, each version finished in black or white.

Mask Specifications
 

M-30T

M-50A

M-50B

Moulded Black / White

Moulded Black / White

Moulded Black / White

65Hz - 20kHz

150Hz - 20kHz

65Hz - 20kHz

90dB ± 3dB

90dB ± 3dB

90dB ± 3dB

20w (100v) / 15w (70v)

50w / 100w Peak

50w / 100w Peak

Transformer Version:

100 / 70v Line

N/A

N/A

Nominal Impedance:

8

8

8

Driver Units:

HF 1/2” + LF 5”

HF 1/2” / LF 5”

HF 1/2” + LF 5”

Dimensions: (mm)

338 x 238 x 160

338 x 238 x 160

338 x 238 x 160

3 kg

2.6 kg

2.75 kg

Enclosure Type:
Frequency Response:
Sensitivity:
Power Handling:

Net weight

Note: M-30T is fitted with a transformer and can be set for use at 100v and 70v line.
M-50B and M-30T are full-range loudspeakers, while the M-50A is full range with mid/hi characteristics.
The crossover point is set at 2kHz.

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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B-60MKII & B-40Installation Loudspeaker

ĀPrismare Theatre” lounge,
Enschede, Holland

AudioLogical!
The B-60MKII and B-40 are two inexpensive quality moulded cabinet that can be used in a multitude of installations,
see the G9 web site for the latest product news and more product information: www.global-9.com

The G9 B-60MKII and B-40 moulded cabinets are made of quality plastic material and fitted with push and screw
type connectors for ease of installation and have standard “U” shaped brackets and captive bolt points for fitting. If
your installation is dictated by size and space then the B-40 is a great compromise, but for a larger sound in a
relatively small package the B-60MKII will do a great job, while giving you a higher frequency range where it is
needed.
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Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

B-60MKII
The G9 B-60MKII comes in a black or white finish and has a ¾ inch HF and a 6 inch
LF driver that produce a 40w output with a peak power rating of up to 80w. This
speaker has been designed for general purpose use with installation zoning and gives a
full range performance from 70Hz to 20kHz. At the rear of the quality moulded
cabinet there are two push fitting and screw terminal connectors for simple speaker
wiring. This cabinet is fitted as standard with switch settings for 70v/100v line
tapping’s allowing varying output power according to requirement when used with the
transformer circuit. The switch will also indicate when by-passing the transformer
circuit and being used as a standard 8 Ohm cabinet. It comes complete with a “U”
shaped universal locking swivel bracket fitted top to bottom and also has two captive
bolt mounts on the rear for alternative fixing.

B-40
The G9 B-40 is the smaller version of the B-60MKII with all the attributes of its larger
brother; white, or black finish, 70v/100v transformer tapping/standard operation
switch, push and screw terminal connectors, “U” shaped universal locking swivel
bracket fitted top to bottom, plus two captive bolt mounts on the rear for alternative
fixing. The difference is mainly the LF driver being 4 inch, while the HF remains a ¾”
device, the frequency range is 100Hz to 20kHz and of course its dimensions and
weight is more compact.

 MKII & B-40 Specifications
B-60
 

 

Enclosure Type - moulded:  

B-40

B-60MKII
HIPS Black / White

HIPS Black / White

Frequency Response:

 

70Hz – 20kHz

100Hz – 20kHz

Sensitivity:

 

88dB (± 3dB)

89dB (± 3dB)

Power Handling:

 

40w / 80w Peak

20w / 40w Peak

Transformer Version:

70.7v

2.5 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 40w

1.25 / 2.5 / 5 / 10 / 20w


100v

5 / 10 / 20 / 40w

2.5 / 5 / 10 / 20w

Nominal Impedance:

 

8

8

Driver Units:

HF Driver

3/4”

3/4”

 

LF Driver

6”

4”

Dimensions: (mm)

 

215 x 190 x 284

170 x 150 x 215

Net weight:

 

3.5kg

2.2kg

Each G9 loudspeaker product range is designed to do a first
class job, whether it is for PA use on the road, or to be installed
in pubs and clubs, or for general audio zoning in such places as
airports and Hotels. As far as G9 are concerned all pro audio
equipment must cope with tough environments on a daily basis
and therefore have a tendency to be over-engineered and
over-specified, rather than the other way around.

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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DSM 26 Loudspeaker Management System
The G9 DSM-26 Digital Speaker Management System has been designed to give all the features and control that
you need for setting up and running a sound system. Whether it is a fixed installation, or for use on the road the
DSM-26 can handle all requirements for the management of a 2 input / 6 output audio system.

The system is based on a sampling frequency 24bit, 64KHz delta - sigma A/D and D/A converter, with a 32 bit
floating point DSP for the signal processing. Operation is through connection to a Windows based computer
(Windows 98 or above) via a USB 2 interface. There are 2 x analogue XLR input channels (IN1 + IN2), plus a
balanced stereo jack connection. You can also Mono the input stages (IN1+IN2). On each of the two channels of
the input stage you can select; DELAY, PEQ, GAIN and MUTE characteristics. You can then route these signals to
the 6 outputs of A, B, C, D, E and F in a variety of combinations. After the source selection has been made linking
input signal to the chosen outputs, you can then introduce DELAY, select crossover points with the Hi Pass and
Low Pass filters choosing Butterworth, Bessel or Linkwitz Riley filter characteristics. Parametric EQ can also added,
as well as GAIN, LIMITER settings and of course MUTE for each output channel.
The DSM 26 has 50 memories that are set up by using an external computer via USB. Once saved to a DSM
memory you can recall the memory number from the front panel and the unit will operate without computer link.
There are six LED indicators on each Input and Output channel showing audio signal status, as well as MUTE with
LED ON indicator. The Master display section indicates the PROGRAM selected along with the memory number
currently loaded and Output MUTES will appear according to program selected settings. Audio gain is shown on
each channel from - 40dB to clipping and there is also an indicator on each output for LIMITER activation.

DSM 26 - INPUT

DSM 26 - OUTPUT

IN-1
DELAY

PEQ

GAIN

MUTE

Select sound
source
IN1 & IN2
IN1 + IN2
Route to Outputs
A, B, C, D, E, F.

IN-2
DELAY

PEQ
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GAIN

MUTE

DELAY

HPF/LPF

PEQ

GAIN

LIMITER

MUTE

DELAY

HPF/LPF

PEQ

GAIN

LIMITER

MUTE

DELAY

HPF/LPF

PEQ

GAIN

LIMITER

MUTE

DELAY

HPF/LPF

PEQ

GAIN

LIMITER

MUTE

DELAY

HPF/LPF

PEQ

GAIN

LIMITER

MUTE

DELAY

HPF/LPF

PEQ

GAIN

LIMITER

MUTE

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

DSM 26 Technical Details

Connections
Connectors:

Input
2 x XLR - 3 pin

Output
6 x XLR - 3 pin

1 x 6.35 Jack socket (BGM signal)
Impedance:

10K Ohm

47 Ohm (Load: > 600 Ohm)

Maximum Level:

20 dBu

20 dBu


DSM
26 Specifications
Frequency Response:

20Hz - 20KHz +0.3 / -0.3dB

 

10Hz - 30KHz +0.3 / - 3.0dB

S/N Ratio:

110dB (A weighted)

THD + Noise:

0.006%

System min delay:

1.2ms (signal output settings at “0”)

Remote Control:

USB 2 / RS 485

Dimensions:

482 x 44.8 x 228mm

Weight:

4.7 Kg

Output LED indication:
Each channel output on the DSM 26 gives status of audio source and output level. It also indicates whether a
Limiter is in or out of circuit.
Master LED indication:
PROGRAM - When LED lit it will also show the memory

number loaded.

STATUS - This confirms that the indications on each output channel is current.
REMOTED - Shows connection to external computer, while Indicating ID number in the numeric window.

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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ASG Series Amplifiers
PFC on ASG-1300, Light weight - Switch-mode PSU - Solidly built - Protection - Limiter

The ASG Amplifier series
The G9 ASG series of professional power amplifiers are designed to give superb audio performance with all the
features, control and sonic performance you might expect from G9. The ASG series amplifiers are all Class H
topology and use Bi-polar devices on the output. The switch-mode PSU allows all versions to be 2U in height, while
making sure they are both light-weight and capable of delivering stable power down to 2 Ohms. The larger
ASG-1300 model has Power factor Correction (PFC) allowing greater efficiency of regulated AC, ensuring that the
rated power is always available when you need it in this high powered amplifier.
The ASG series amplifiers have been designed and built to exacting standards and are a good match for the G9
system products, including the superb “G” series professional plywood enclosures and the DSM 26 Digital Speaker
Management system. The ASG professional power amplifier series adds to a high quality and compatible audio
system package, a well priced series with no compromise from G9.

Mechanical & Protection Features
x Switch-mode PSU - ASG-1300PFC = 98v - 242v, ASG-300 & ASG-600 = 207v to 253v.
x Thermal protection circuitry.
x Soft start circuitry.
x NEUTRIK PowerCon power connector.
x Three fans with front to back variable speed airflow.
x Removable front inlet filters, washable for cleaning x 2.
x Rear rack fixing points.
Front Panel
x Precision 41 step input attenuators on Channel 1 & Channel 2.
x Input level indication by LED ladder from 0dB to –30dB.
x Amplifier Status - Green LED ON.
x Protect warning - Red LED shows protection status.
x Clip/Limiter - Yellow LED (more than 0.5% THD). Also indicates the input is compressed by the amplifier.
x Bridge Mode status - Yellow LED indication.
Rear Panel
x Mode switch: Stereo / Bridge / Parallel.
x Limiter switch - On / Off
x Sensitivity switch on each individual channel - 1.4v / 32dB / 26dB.
x XLR input connector (female) x 2 with parallel XLR output connector (male) x 2.
x Speakon loudspeaker connector x 2 Bridge output via Channel 1.
x Neutrik PowerCon - Mains connection.
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ASG Amplifier with “G” series loudspeakers
The ASG series amplifier are suitable for all “G” series cabinets. The ASG-300 is a great match for the G6
loudspeaker, while the ASG-600 is most suitable for either G8 or G12. The powerful ASG-1300 with power factor
correction (PFC) is an excellent choice for G15, G218B and G212B. It gives plenty of power at 8 Ohms on the
G15, while operating with strong power at 4 Ohms on the subwoofers. All ASG amplifiers give good power
output at 8 Ohms and will operate down to 2 Ohms and are bridgeable at both 8 and 4 Ohms.


ASG
Amplifier Specifications
 

ASG-300

ASG-600

ASG-1300 PFC

Stereo 8 Ohms:

2 x 350w

2 x 600w

2 x 1300w

Stereo 4 Ohms:

2 x 525w

2 x 900w

2 x 2300w

Stereo 2 Ohms:

2 x 660w

2 x 1150w

2 x 3200w

Bridge 8 Ohms:

1 x 1050w

1 x 1800w

1 x 3900w

Bridge 4 Ohms:

1 x 1350w

1 x 2250w

1 x 4900w

Hum and Noise:

100dB

100dB

102dB

THD: @ 1 kHz, 1 dB below clipping:

0.10%

0.10%

0.10%

THD: @ 100 Hz, 1 dB below clipping:

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

THD: @ 10 kHz, 1 dB below clipping:

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

Channel separation at 10 kHz:

60dB

60dB

60dB

45Vμ S

45Vμ S

50Vμ S

Damping Factor:

500

500

1000

Common mode rejection:

60dB

60dB

60dB

Output Impedance:

600

600

600

1.4v/32dB/26dB

1.4v/32dB/26dB

1.4v/32dB/26dB

20Hz - 20kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

5.1 amps

9.5 amps

18 amp

207v - 253v

207v - 253v

198-242v / 99-121v







Slew Rate:

Sensitivity:
Frequency Response:
Current draw:
Operational Voltage:
Weight & Dimensions

 

 

 

Unit dimensions WxDxH:

483x480x89mm

483x480x89mm

483x480x89mm

Packed dimensions WxDxH:

545x545x125mm

545x545x125mm

545x545x125mm

Net Weight:

11.5 kg

12 kg

14 kg

Gross Weight:

13.5 kg

14 kg

16 kg

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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DMA-20 Digital Wall amp module
The G9 DMA-20 is a small Class D professional digital stereo amplifier module with an output of up to 10 watts at
4 Ohms and 6 watts at 8 Ohms per channel. It has a built in universal switch-mode power supply operating
90v – 245v 50/60Hz and the complete Amplifier/PSU module is a small “foot print” measuring only
86mm x 86mm x 61mm in depth.
The exceptional audio performance DMA-20 installation product has been designed with the knowledgeable
professional installer in mind, making it simple to fit and connect with a wall back-box provided and simple screw
terminals for electrical and audio connection. There is also a mini break-Jack provided on the front panel giving an
auxiliary local audio feed to the system, such as an Ipod or similar external stereo sound source. The DMA-20 is an
ideal installation amplifier module to work in conjunction with suitable quality full range ceiling speakers such as the
G9 CFR-534, or full range compatible wall mounted speakers.

x

Hotel zone rest areas – Allowing the availability of individual gain control in an area to suit the
occasion.

x

Hotel rooms - Low cost/high quality sound installation to individual mid priced hotel rooms
allowing “piped music” from a hotel sources including TV/DVD sound. Plus the availability of Hotel
guests to use the mini jack facility to play their own music from laptop or Ipod type sources with
local gain control.

x

Small Conference centre meeting rooms - Allowing a central audio source, as well as auxiliary
input via the mini jack for local audio requirement.

x

School classrooms – An inexpensive solution, that adds a facility for school-wide announcement in
every classroom, as well as local playback of audio whether sourced from a central point, or using
the mini jack input for local use via computer, TV/DVD or another audio source.

x

Hospital rooms – Patients have access to central audio source TV/DVD plus the possibility to use
own audio source via mini jack.

x

Bar areas and restaurants - Allowing the availability of individual gain control to suit the occasion.

The DMA-20 audio module system is a space saving, neat unobtrusive design, offering high quality audio with local
gain control and an auxiliary input for local use. The system allows the potential for installations to offer customers
choice, features, quality and comfort in dealing with zoned, or local sound. Your consideration to customer choice
and flexibility will be seen as a far greater benefit to them, than the installation cost of introducing the DMA-20. A
quality basic audio system that allows your customers an affordable solution whether it’s in a small room, or a
locally zoned area, it allows audio control for all occasions.
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The DMA-20 module is a Dual Class-D Amplifier equipped with the 'pure pulse direct speaker driver circuitry,' an
advanced development in speaker drive circuitry that delivers superior sound quality. It boasts exceptionally low
levels of noise and distortion while at the same time reducing the number of external components required and
therefore the size of unit. In conventional Class-D Amplifier chips, the speaker is connected directly to an LC filter
(a low-pass filter comprised of a coil L and condenser C), which eliminates the modulating signal contained in the
output signal. The DMA-20 integrated IC utilises the 'pure pulse direct speaker driver circuitry,' design which is a
scaled-down LC filter enabling the chip to drive the speaker through a direct connection. This setup eliminates
sound degradation associated with the use of LC filters and reduces the number of LC filter components. It should
be noted that conventional, filter-less Class-D Amplifier chips that are designed solely to reduce the number of LC
filter components suffer two shortcomings; a) The reacting voltage of the speaker's voice coil degrades sound
quality. b) The fluctuations in power supply voltage distort the pulse output signal and create noise. By using the
direct drive system the DMA-20 therefore substantially reduces distortion and the design has another great
advantage in reducing power consumption by 75% when compared to existing 10w analogue amplifier chips. This
allows a much smaller heat sink to be used, giving an excellent audio sound system that is as small as a single mains
plug outlet.

wall back-box


DMA-20
Wall amp Specifications
Power Output:

8

6w

(1kHz 0.1% THD)

4

10w

AudioLogical!

Bandwidth:

25Hz-16kHz ± 0.5dB

Frequency response:

+0dB ± 3dB From 20Hz to 20kHz at 1 watt

Phase:

± 0.1 degrees From 10kHz to 20kHz at 1 watt

Signal to Noise ratio:

>80dB

Distortion:

İ0.1% rated power @ 8

THD:

İ0.1% rated power @ 8 1kHz

Crosstalk:

>50dB

Slew Rate:

16 v/μs (stereo)

Impedance:

10k/20k ohms, unbalanced or balanced

Dimensions:

86 x 86 x 61 mm

Dimensions: (in Wall)

72 x 53 x 39 mm

AC Power:

~90v – 245v 50/60Hz

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.
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Global 9 Ltd
31 Chalklands
Bourne End
Bucks SL8 5TH
Phone: + 44 (0) 1628 530498
Fax: + 44 (0) 1628 530498
E-mail: admin@global-9.com
www.global-9.com
Representative Company

Note: G9 reserves the right to change specification without notice.

